PLAN VIEW

Fabric Splice Detail

Fabric Splice, Approximately Every 50 ft or as needed. 2 Post Bolts and 1 Splice Plate. Cut fabric to produce 2"-4" overlap between sections, Typical. See Splice Detail.

Screen/Barrier Fabric, Coated Double-Reverse Corrugated (DRC) Steel, Typical.

Cable Anchor/End Treatment Assembly, 1/4" Steel Cable, Typical.

Concrete Median Barrier, Type and Size Varies

SIDE ELEVATION VIEW

Section View

Expansion Anchor, Typical.

Hole Depth, 3-3/8" ± 1/8", Typical.

1" Diameter Hole, Typical.

Expansion Anchor Detail

Post Bolt or Eye Bolt, Typical.

3/4" Turnbuckle

3/4" Eye-Bolt

Cable Thimble

Cable Anchor Assembly